ACP-Wisconsin Chapter Award Categories

Addis Costello Internist of the Year Award: Active internist noted for diligent effort or achievements in the socio-economic aspects of medical practice. Masters, Fellows, Members, Residents and Medical Students are eligible for this award.

Community Based Physician and Mentor: Exceptional community preceptor who has demonstrated a commitment to the mentoring of medical students and/or residents outside of major teaching centers. Masters, Fellows and Members are eligible for this award.

Distinguished Internist of the Year Award: A career distinguished by diligent effort or remarkable achievements in medical practice. The nominee must be a Fellow or Master of the College.

Helen Dickie Award for Outstanding Woman Physician: In memory of Dr. Helen Dickie, a renowned clinician and academic professor at the University of Wisconsin. She was also the first Wisconsin Master of the College. This award recognizes an outstanding woman physician with a distinguished career including leadership, exceptional patient care and medical education and/or research. The nominee must be a Fellow or Master of the College.

Laureate Award: Demonstrates by example and conduct an abiding commitment to excellence in medical care, education, research and service to their community and the College. History of excellence and peer approval in the specialty of internal medicine; should have served the College with distinction. The nominee and nominator must both be a Fellow or Master of the College.

Legislator of the Year Award: This award is to recognize the leadership of a Wisconsin legislator whose efforts have worked to promote the medical health and wellness of the people of Wisconsin.

Volunteerism and Community Service Award: Noted for volunteer service for medically related purposes as a physician. Please note, this should be voluntary service that is not required for training or employment. Masters, Fellows, Members, Residents and Medical Students are eligible for this award.

Young Internist of the Year Award: Outstanding contributions of a young internist in primary care and medical education. Usually, the nominee is 40 years old or younger and in medical practice for 10 or fewer years.